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Pickens Lists Successes. Failures
GSA Achieved Library Reform, Campus Representation

\N

letters:
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Trees, .Birds, Murals
To the Editor:
In recent months, we have seen
many events, particularly the
Zimmerman library incident, that
seem to indicate that we are in a new
McCarthy age. During Joe
McCarthy's time it was fashionable
to accuse anyone with whom you
disagreed, or indeed every tree in the
ground and every bird in the air, of
being a Communist, Communist
inspired, or Communist
sympathizers. Undoubtedly it was
true then and now that Communist
subversives were at work, whose aim
was the overthrow of our nation, but
points of absurdity were reached.
Today, we have much the same
illness. Only today, the cry is
"racist," '"oppression and
repression," "fascist,'' .. "pig" and
"militarism." Oh, yes, don't forget
"sexist" or "chauvinist." Again,
some of these things undoubtedly
exist, even on this campus. Perhaps I
was guilty sometime. But with a
little imagination one can find cause
to accuse every bird in the air of
racism, or every tree in the ground of
repression.
I don't claim to be a life-long
friend of Kenneth Adams, but I did

have the privilege of mowing his
lawn a few times before he died. I
have good reason to doubt the
charges gf racism in his murals. This,
I am sure, is another charge against a
tree in the ground.
Russell Scott

Lobo
Letter
Policy

·'

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
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'They've Limited The Farm Subsidy To $55,000? Oh, Darn!!'

Ac1·oss
Tlte Grectf

Diz;irle

Chicago to Albuquerque. Poor Fleck.
12:30 p.m. CST-We're still sitting
in Chicago waiting behind 20 planes
to get out of this God forsaken
place. The pilot has just informed us
that it's snowing in the Duke City.
Damn. For the past two
weeks I've been freezing my derriere
off on the East Coast telling my
varied acquaintances that besides all
the honky tonk Albuquerque is a

The pilot has come out of his
cabin and has begun to mingle with
the passengers, a most unusual
practice, but considering the plane is
two hours late, not totally
unexplainable. Being as most of the
plane's patrons are students the
valiantly sociable pilot is met with a
multitude of effete cold shoulders.
It's very hard to imagine a student
talking to an airline pilot, but yet I
can sympathize with the pilot's
plight. He's only trying to be a Good
Joe. He found little sympathy in the
coach cabin except from a little boy
in the rear of the plane. I sort of
wish I was the little kid because
when I was a little kid I always
wanted to talk to a pilot. Now I'm
jaded. Still, he's a lucky little kid.

By JIM PENSIERO
(Note: This is a continuation of
Pensiero's trip from the frigid East to
the frigid West. He's still describing
what it's like to be on an airplane.)
10:45 a.m. CST- We're still in a
now-slushy airport awaiting a few
more standbys and a service truck to
replenish the naive yet starving
passengers with another helping of
dubious scrambled eggs and bogus
sausage. A fashionable mustachioed
ticket agent has just busted a kid for
having a guitar in his seat. He
reminded me of the type of guy who
kicks little kids off hills when they're
sledding. Still, I imagine if the plane
crashed the guitar might prove to be
a deadly instrument.
My new aisle mate is a spr,itely
young thing who occupies her time
reading Kerouac's "On the Road"
and glancing over occasionally to see
what I'm writing. She just stopped
looking; damn, it was starting to do
my ego some good.

11:45 a.m. CST- We are almost
ready to depart the Windy City. As
previously mentioned the airline
Hallelujah! We're finally getting
food ingested a few hours ago is out of here. While sitting on the
currently waging a Battle of runway I overheard a group of young
Thermopylae in my stomach. It's acceptables talking about how they
about halfway up my esophagus but wanted to get married and divorced
'fortunately, like the barometer, it is twice and send the kids to Swiss
dropping back down. I vainly boarding schools. Two hours out of
thought I could do without my the family womb and I'm bitching
Dramamine this voyage; I wa&" again. Back to the New Yorker.
mistaken.
For some odd reason while sitting
on the 0 'Hare runway I wish I was
driving across the country again with
the cogenial and vibrant Paul Fleck.
Driving across at the beginning of
vacation was rather strange: buying
peeker stretchers in a Tucumcari gas
station, living on Howard Johnson
Bonus Burgers and grapefruit juice
and getting drunk on 3.2 beer in
Zanesville, Ohio. Unfortunately my
parents didn't approve of my dishrag
appearance after the trip and put me
on this plane for the ride back.
Rumor has that it's snowin&: from

1:15 p.m. MST- We've just
landed, skidding halfway down the
runway. The pilot has just told us
that it's 18 degrees in Albuquerque.
He adds that the airport loading
ramps are filled and we can't get off
the runway for another ten minutes.
My God, the Sunport is filled. It
seems that four planes landed
simultaneously in Duke land and the
entire place is swamped with people
trying to get their bags off the one
operating baggage distributor (I
think that's what those revolving
things are called).

Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
Everett Robinson
Paul Fleck
Andy Gurmczy
Pat McArdle
Jim J'cnsicro
Robc.rt Smith
Deanne Stillman
Clark Jcrmain
Jesse Rocha

Chuck Fcil

Casey Church
Duffle Lancaster

Sue Major
Barbara Mor~an
Ro~er Ruvolo

Mark Sancltcz
Sandy Schaut!r
Susan Stern
Bert Temple
Dave Brands
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It was humorous watching people
lined up four deep like a resurrected
Macedonian phalanx trying to
retrieve their tumbling identical
samsonites. Even funnier was
watching native Albuquerqueans
struggle vainly with two inches of
snow. UNM looked cold, though
perhaps it always has. The Prodigal
Son had returned.
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1:10 p.m. MST- We're almost
there. I think we're somewhere
between Santa Fe and Espanola,
although for all I know we could be
strafing Alliance, Ohio or conduction
surveillance over Seoul, Korea.

veritable Nirvana of the weather
world. The crushing of such illusions
has been known to make Mark
Twains of lesser men.
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Bob Butler
Tony Loudcrhough
Kathi Scllrocdcr
Howard Donaldson
Elizabeth Meier
Robin Poppclsdorf

Chip Babb
E. J. Bauer
Buck Battirt
Sally Washington

Friday, January 8, 1971
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Daryl Lane, chairman of the
GSAC Budget and Finance
Committee, goes over funding
proposals for projects to be
considered in the spring budget.
The new budget will be on the
GSA ballot during spring
registration.

US Troops Will End
Grourid Combat Role
WASHINGTON (UP!)- The
U.S. ground combat role in South
Vietnam will end with the
completion of the current phase
of U.S. troop withdrawals May 1,
administration officials said
Thursday.
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, in Bangkok, Thailand, on a
round - the- world inspection
trip, said that most U.S. forces
"with a combat assignment or a
combat responsibility" will have
been withdrawn by May 1.
The remaining ground combat
troops in Vietnam, he said, would
be assigned a security role,
protecting themselves and the
remaining support forces.
Both Laird and Pentagon
spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim
emphasized that U.S. air and
artillery forces still would be
shooting and being shot at after
the "ground combat" phase of the
war is over. And Vietnamese units
will continue to be heavily laced
with U.S. advisers.
But there will be no new
combat missions initiated on the
ground, no new militar;v
objectives assigned, and few- 1f
any - patrols sent beyond. ~he
base camp perimeters, offtcJals
said.
A mild dispute arose over the
number of combat personnel that
will remain in South Vietnam
after the May 1 target date, when
total U.S. troop strength, now
335,000, is expected to be below
284,000.
Friedheim said more than
100 000 combat troops would
rem~in but other sources said
only "~ few thousand" would be
retained in the security role.
The actual total probably will
not be known for some time, and
seemed likely to fall somewhere
between these two estimates.
Part of the dispute involved
definitions. The Pentagon, which
defines combat troops to include
everyone in fire bases and forward
camp areas, said the ratio in

Vietnam has been maintained at
about six support troops to four
combat troops.
Laird was using that definition
when he said last October that 40
to 60 percent of the residual force
would have a security role after
the phase one ground combat
mission ended.
Other administration sources
were. using a narrower definition
of combat troops to mean only
the infantry- the mud - slogging
soldiers nicknamed dogfaces in
WW II and grunts in Vietnam.
Under this definition the ratio
is on the order of five or six to
one, which would mean less than
50,000 remaining.
These sources, moreover,
anticipated that total U.S.
strength will be substantially
lower than 284,000 by May 1.
Both Laird and President Nixon
have pledged to "meet or beat"
that goal, which was sta~ed at. the
time of the Cambodian mcurstons
last spring.
During an interview by f!.>Ur
television network representatives
Monday, Nixon spoke only in
general terms of a continued
measured withdrawal. This and
Laird's reference Thursday to a
May 1 goal represented the first
move by the administration
toward a scheduled withdrawal
timetable.
There was some speculation the
timing might be designed to head
off new student antiwar protests,
reported to be planned for next
spring.

Achievements and disappointments of Lhe Graduate
Student Association (GSA) government during its first
semester of existence were reported in a final meeting of the
fall semester's GSA Council by outgoing President Bill
Pickens.
Pickens listed GSA goals for the past semester as library
reform, development of graduate student services and
representation of the GSA on campus committees. He said,
that "although the library was given a "questionable" rating
by the North Central Accrediting Association for having one
third the number of volumes needed for a school the size of
UNM. "Our library is struggling and often does not deserve
the ample abuse it gets although there is much room for
improvement."
·
"The GSA has succeeded in getting representation on
many campus committees." Pickens complimented the
GSAC for "restricting itself to projects important to
graduate students" to bring many services to the University
community's graduate members.
A statement of graduate, teaching and research assistants
rights and responsibilities "specified assistants as
"performing faculty functions." Pickens said the statement,
which will come up for vote by the general faculty at their
next meeting, "allows appeals for allegations of violations of
academic freedom, and protects assistants against evaluation
for other than performance of defined duties."
"The statement is only one step toward protecting
assistants from mistreatment," Pickens said.
Pickens helped push the rights and responsibilities
statement through University government channels. He
added "It is certain several privileges such as faculty parking
can then be extended to assistants if the statement is passed
by the general faculty."
Listing disappointments faced by his administration,
Pickens cited a "running fight with the housing people at
UNM," whom he charged "systematica}Xy discriminate
.
against graduate students."
He also cited the New Mexico Bureau of Revenue which
is "asking student organizations at UN.:\1 to cough up
income taxes unless we form a non-profit foundation. It is
artificial and a sham in my opinion, but, if it must be done
students should see to it they write the by-laws and have a
majority on the board of directors," to retain control of
such a foundation.
Criticizing and complimenting his co-workers and
associates, Pickens said "things I have been waiting years to
say." In evaluating his relations with the graduate school, '.'1
was leery .of Dean Springer at first but he has coop~rated m
all our projects and is unusually frank and balances mteres~s
quite well without being shallow or oppm·tunisUc." Pickens termed UNM's president Ferrel Heady "a
difficult man to get to know," but "always been most
cordial and responsive. His new policy of talking with
students in the Union lobby is a giant step in the right
direction although I doubt that anyone ever changes their
mind during the discussions.

Final
Edition
Today's edition of
The Lobo is the final
edition for this
semester. The next
edition will be
published Feb. 4 with
regular publishing to
begin Feb. 8.

Lobo photos by Chuck FC'il

Anti-Pollution?

The UNM Physical Plant,
properly concerned with heat for
the University in the middle of
the rest of the frozen city,
demonstrates good old·fashioned
concern for the environment- a
steam · generated anti · anti ·
pollution devise which doubles as
a snow•melter.
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Study To Recommend New Marijuana Laws
By Charlotte Moulton
WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
congressionally created study
commission will recommend to
Congress Friday that capital
punishment be abolished,
marijuana offenses be treated like
traffic violations, and handguns be
outlawed nationwide.
The proposals, part of a project
aimed at streamlining federal
criminal law in order to bring it in
line with recent Supreme Court
decisions, also will recommend
trial as adults for some perso.ns l5
or ·older who commit serious
crimes.

I

Among other things, the
proposed code is a response to
recent criminal problems such as
street violence by youth and
courtroom disorders, as well as to
old nagging injustices such as
imposition of widely differing
sentences for the same offense.
The l2-member group, called
the National Commission on
Reform of Federal Criminal Laws,
will turn its handiwork over to
Congress and President Nixon
Friday.
Chairman Edmund G. (Pat)
Brown, former governor of
California, told reporters "we

wanted to get a code from which
Congress could work.''
Both Brown and Rep. Richard
H. Poff (R-Va.) commission vice
chairman, agreed it is anybody's
guess what the proposals will look
like when Congress gets through
with them or how soon a final
product will be forthcoming.
Congress only last session
refused to outlaw handguns and
added certain terrorist bombings
to the list of crimes for which the
death penalty may be imposed.
Po ff said he himself favors
retaining capital punishment for
crimes such as trca~on and
premeditated murder. The death
sentence was one of numerous
areas of disagreement among the
commissioners, who were drawn
from the Senate, the House and
the Federal Judiciary.
The report showed the
minority views without
identifying their proponents.
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The code would place simple
possession of marijuana in the
sa me category as a traffic
violation, which is subject to a
fine.
''We weren't ready to legalize it
and have it sold like cigarettes but
we did recognize that many
peopfe, particularly the young, are
using it," Brown said.·
The commission studied the
September, l970, report of the
commission on obscenity but with
inconclusive results.
Brown noted that some
important test cases are pending
in the Supreme Court and added
that his commission "was not
ready to adopt the Denmark
situation" under which all forms
of pornography were legalized so
far as adults were concerned.
The U.S. Obscenity
Commission concluded that
pornography does not contribute
to crime.
A major innovation of the
Brown commission was a
proposed "piggy-back" provision
that would expand federal
jurisdiction to cover certain
crimes committed in the course of
another federal offense.
For instance, murder is not
ordinarily a federal crime, but

Final Exam Schedule

SEMESTER I, 1970-71

JANUARY Ul-23, 1971

Individual students finding conflicts in this examination schedule must notify instructors

concerned before January 12.

Any student having more than three examinations scheduled in

any one day may notify the instructor of the last examination listed,

If notified before

January 12, the instructor shall make arrangements to give a special examination. Conflicts
arising as a result of scheduling out of the normal hour-patterns or day-sequences must be
resolved by the instructor of the off-pattern course. A faculty member who wishes to change
the examination time of a course must first secure the spproval of his Dean who will then
submit a formal request to the Registrar.
Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
CLASS HOUR

M or W or F
T or Th
Tor Th
Mon (Evening)

'EXAMINATION DAY
MONDAY, JAN. 18

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM

TUESDAY, JAN. 19
9:30AM
9:00, 9:30AM
12:30 I'M
6:00, &:JO, 7:00, 7:30 PM

M or W or F
Tor Th
MorWorF
Mon, (Evening)
Wed. (Evening)

10:30 AM
10:30, 11:00 AM
1:30 PM
8:00 I'M
&:30, 7:00 PM

T or Th
M or W or F
Tues. (Evening)

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 I'M
6:30 - 8:30 PM

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM

THURSDAY, JAN. 21

11:30 AM

!2:00, 12:30 PM
2:30 I'M
8:00 I'M
~----··-----·------ _ Th~~~ (!';V_!!I!_ing) _6JJQ.,. Z:..OO l'MMorllorF
Tor Th
Mor\lorF
Tor Th
MorWorF

EXAMINATION TIME

8:30AM
7:30, 8:00AM
1:30, 2:00 PM
b:30, 7:30 PM

M or W or F
T or Th
MorWorF
Tues. (Evening)

M or W or F

~--

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00·12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 I'M

---

FRIDAY, JAN. 22

7:30AM
3:00, 3:30 I'M
3:30 I'M
4:30 PM
4:30 I'M

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 I'M
3:30-5:30 I'M
6:30-8:30 I'M

SATURDAY, JAN. 23

Saturday Only (All Sections)

L0:00-12:00 M.,

*In a combined Lecture-Laboratory course~ reference is made to the first lecture section.

Examinations in Laboratory Courses may be given during the last ~eek of class preceding the
examination week or during examination week at the time provided in the schedule.

S!'ECIAL EXAMINATIONS
SATURDAY, JAN. 16
Modern and Classical Languages
(all sections of courses numbered

1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM

below 300 - time and place to be

announced by the instructor.)

MONDAY, JAN. 18

Psych. 101 (All Sections)

1:00-3:00 I'M

TUESDAY, JAN, 19

Soc. 101 (All Sections)
Chem. 101, 102 (All Sections)
C. E. 30Z (All Sections)

C. E. 202 (All Sections)

1:00-3:00 PM

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20
1:00:3:00 PM
1:00-3:00 I'M

THURSDAY, JAN. 21

Mus. Ed. 293 (All Sections)

'

.

-- . . ATHE HOTTEST
BRANDS GOING
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.
JUST OPEN.
1:00-3:00 PM
1:00-3:00 PH

NEE
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under the new code federal
prosecutors could bring charges
against a person who committed
murder while illegally intimidating
a federal witness.
Professor Louis B. Schwartz of
the University of Pennsylvania law
school, who directed the project,
said as originally envisioned, the
piggyback provision was to apply
to all federal offenses but was
later restricted by the
commissioners to crimes against
persons "to avoid the suggestion"
of a federal police force.
Schwartz listed as examples of
tougher pt·ovisions in the
proposed code stiffer sentences
for dangerous offenders,
additional parole supervision for
hardened criminals released from
prison, and the making of
persistent misdemeanors a felony.
On the other hand, there are no
minimum sentences and the
pyramiding of sentences for
diffet·ent acts in essentially the
same offense would be abolished.
The proposed code does not
deal with criminal procedures, the
focus of many Supreme Court
opinions in the l960s, but only
with the definitions of crime, the
defenses which accused persons
may raise, and penalties.
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pomt.- the frrst two. years of talking had not produced any progress.
Chref U.~. Negotrator David ~.E. Bruce complained at Thursday's
regular session- the 98th public meeting to be held since the peace
talks opened in January 1969 -that after two years of talking "serious
negotiations" have not even begun yet.
Hanoi's Xuan Thuy similarly complained of the "complete absence
WASHINGTON (UPI)- "I'm
of progress at this conference."
asking, begging, even pleading, for
Bo~h _sides blamed the other for the lack of headway in the Paris an appointment to the U.S.
negotiations and each called upon the other to see the error of its past Military Academy," said a
ways of approaching the peace talks.
student's letter to Sen. Robert W.
Packwood (R-Ore.).
"I am aware of the many tests,
and interviews needed that I have
WASHINGTON- The first "accurate" federal census of city and missed, and the many others
county jail inmates showed that more than half had not been convicted already appointed, but Sir in
of the charges for which they were being held, the government reported America if you want something
Thursday.
bad enough and are willing to
Of the l60,863 persons who were in the nation's local lockups March work, scratch and toil for it as I
l5, the date of the head count, 35 percent had been arraigned but were am, I hope there is a way."
awaiting trial and 17 percent still had not appeared in court at all or
The young man's grades were
were being detained for other authorities. The total population not the best, but Packwood was
included 7 800 juveniles.
so impressed by the tone of the
The study, done by the U.S. Census Bureau for the Justice letter that he sent him a telegram
Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), saying he would be nominated for
also found that many city and county jail inmates were being kept in an appointment to West Point.
"less than human conditions" for various reasons.
Back came the reply: "I decline
The statistics, made public by attorney general John N. Mitchell, the nomination. Thank You."
were gathered as part of a broad study of the nation's jails and provided
what was described as the "first accurate measurement of jail
Hibben Takes
population."
Frank Hibben, anthropology
professor at UNM, will make two
trips for the U.S. State
Department during a spring
SANTIAGO, Chile- Chile's new Marxist government announced semester sabbatical, evaluating
plans Thursday for creation of neighborhood "People's Tribunals" as foreign aid project,s.
the next step in its program to convert this South American nation into
Hibben's sabbatical includes a
a socialist state.
trip to the Balkans and to
The tribunals, as outlined in a news conference by Ministry of Justice Sumatra. Part of the sabbatical
officials, would judge and sentence persons accused of antisocial will be used to prepare for
behavior. They would not, however, have the power to issue a death publication a report of
sentence as did People's Tribunals established in China and Cuba after excavations from 1964-1967 at
Communist takeovers there.
Pottery Mound site near Los
The tribunals would hear cases such as public drunkenness, Lunas.
disturbances of the peace and child neglect.
Announcing the plan, Oscar Alvarez, architect of President Salvadore
Allende's project reform of Chile's judicial system, said that school
children who refuse to study also could be brought before the tribunals.
Punishment would range from public admonition to fines or
sentences of "forced labor," Alvarez said. He suggested that forced
READ
labor could involve sweeping streets on Sundays or cleaning public
parks.
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-Time Magazine

"A TOP-NOTCH LAUGH RIOT."
-Glover, Associated Press

"A TRIPLE-BARRELLED EXPLOSION ·OF
COMEDY."

Chile Creates 'People's Tribunals

"The CAMPUS NEWS"

Choose Hart or Head Skis .. Reg. 110.00
Jan a 5 Buoklo Plastic Boot
Wool Fleece Lining ....
75.00
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NEIL SIMON
Original Production Directed by
MIKE NICHOLS
Scenic Production by
Lighting by

end the Vietnam War-read

by

about it-get the facts-then
back the movemenf. Details in
the paper. Also read the book

OLIVER SMITH JEA~ ROSENTHAL
Costumes by
Directed by
PATRICIA ZIPPRODT STANLEY PRAGER

the press $2.00.
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7.95
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Information Phone 255-1420

MARINE DISCOUNT CENTER

GIBSON & TRUMAN SE

the students of the U.S.A. can

"The Coming Crash" just off

All Leather Reg. 11.95

SKI
BOOTS

a national college paper. Jan.
and Feb. edition deals with how

139.90 100.00
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. PARI~- The Vietnam p;ace talks entered their third year Thursday
wr~h Allied _and Commumst negotiators in rare agreement on one
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Peace Talks Enter Third Year
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¥0SCOW- A Soviet army court martial Thursday sentenced .Jewish
MaJ. Wolf Zalmanson to 10 years in prison for his part in the Leningrad
hijack plot, Jewish sources said in Moscow.
Z~lmanson could have receiyed the death penalty under the charge,
as drd two of 1l defendants m an earlier civilian trial. Those earlier
death sentences were commuted to 15 years at hard labor after a
worldwide protest against them.
The sources, who obtained information on the verdict and sentence
from friends in. Leningrad, said they had no information on details of
Zalmanson's three·day court martiaL
They said the~ did .not know: eithe; which of four possible "regimes"
he must follow m prJson, SovJet prJsons have four "regimes" ranging
from the rigorous special regime to ordinary.
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McGovern for President in '72 '?
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Invitation to Russiarts

World
News

I

WASHINGTON- Sen. George S, McGovern of South Dakota
stepped o~t of the chairmanship of a Democratic Reform Commission
Thursday m a move toward becoming the first declared candidate for
the presidency inl972.
He ma.de cie:n- t~at an . am~ouncement that he is saeking the
De~ocratJC presrdentJ~ nommat10n can be expected this month- far
earlier tha~ most ?andrdates admit that they are running for the White
House. It hkely will come Jan. 18 at a fund raising affair in Sioux Falls.
, M~Govern told reporters that he thought it would be inappropriate
for hrm to be searchmg for mtional convention delegates while telling
them how delegates must be chosen.
Hen?e. he submitted his resignation as chairman of the Democratic
fho~n;:ssiOn °Il: P!'-rty Structure and Delegate Selection and announced
a t e com_mrsswn had e~dorse~ Rep. Donald M. Fraser of Minnesota
~o rep~ace hrm. Democratic NatJOnal Chairman Lawrence F O'Brien
rmmedrately named Fraser.
·

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The tomatoes. Vcg-0-Matic is not
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) intended to slice these foods."
issued false advertising charges
The FTC said Telex hearing
Thursday against the makers of aids, contrary to their advertising,
"Veg-O·Matic," a food cutter, and neither are new inventions nor
Telex hearing aids.
have new mechanical or scientific
The FTC said Veg·O-Matic principles, are not invisible when
television commercials claim the worn, and will not enable many
product will cut and slice raw people with hearing disabilities to
carrots, ripe tomatoes and similar consistently distinguish sounds in
foods, but the packaged group conversations or amid
instructions warn: "Don't slice background noise.
raw carrots, raw beets, lemons,
The agency said Telex
oranges, ripe or overripe advertisements also create the
"false impression" that the firm
offers free beaks on hearing
disabilities with no strings
attached,
Actually, the FTC said, names
of people responding to the offer
Sebring <~>Hair
are given to dealers who send
hearing aid salesmen to the
Design for I\.Jcn
respondents' homes.
Both FTC actions were
proposed consent orders. The
firms can sign them, agreeing to
the allegedly deceptive ads
without acknowledging guilt; or
contest the case before an FTC
hearing examiner.
The FTC said Veg-0-Matic is
made by Popeil Brothers, Inc.;
Chicago. Telex hearing aids are
r~.IU'V
made by the Telex Corp., Tulsa,
Okla., the FTC said.
Expert L~;1g I Iair Design
In Chicago, the Popeil Brothers,
Raymond and Samuel, said they
No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
would have no detailed statement
Sprays, Heat, or Otl!Cr
on the FTC complaint until they
had time to study it.
Sissy Put Ons
But they said, "The complaint
involves only one of the
For Appointmc>nt Cali
company's many products, the
2 5' 5'·01 (i(i
Veg-0-Matic, and is limited to
5~04 Central At·c. S.K
possible ambiguities in advertising
(1 Blk. I•:ast of San1\1atco)
statements made to the product.
There is no issue as the ability of
the Veg.Q-Matic to perform as
.
shown in its television
commercials."
Ansel Kleiman, president of
CENTRAL AT
Telex Corp's Communication
Division, said most ads for the
UNIVERSITY
hearing aids were submitted to the
(almost-that's 1710)
FTC for approval before they
were run.
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FTC Files Complaint
Against Veg-0-Matic
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The solid black rock layers were once at the same level. Slippage
of the rock, indicated by the arrows, caused both the rising of th(!
Sandias and sinking of the Rio Grande trough. The recent
earthquakes have been along the Valley fault, to the left of the map.

Albuquerque Fault

AGORA

Lack of employment
opportunity is one of the major
problems facing the Navajo Tribe,
aggravated by a multiplication of
Navajo needs, according to an
economics instructor at the
Navajo Oommunity College, Many
Farms, Ariz.
Philip Reno, writing in the
current issue of New Mexico
Business, points out that more
than half of the Navajo labor
force is nonemployed. Some
20,000 men and women fall in
this category.
"A good number of the many
Navajo 'nonemployed' do in fact
work hard and long, just as
'surplus agricultural labor' in
developing countries does hard
work for long houirs during many
days a year," Reno writes.
" 'Nonemployed' Navajo men,
women and children care for small
herds of sheep and goats,
processing the meat for food and
using the wool in weaving rugs,
They raise garden crops for family
use and build and maintain
dwellings, corrals, and roads."
Reno observes that an urban
community could not endure

Force of Quakes Not Drastic

for when you feel
like talking
24 hours

Navajo Tribe Survives
On Subsistence Economy

Shake, Rattle and Roll Albuquerque

277-3013

white trailer north of library

Albuquerque is not going to fall changes in its physical geography
into the ocean despite two said Lee Woodward, acting
earthquakes in the past two chairman of the geology
months.
department.
The most recent earthquake,
Woodward explained the recent
which hit the city on Monday at earthquakes are natural reactions
12:39 a.m. registering "4" on the of the earth caused by movement
Richter scale, does not mean New along faults bounding the Rio
Mexico is due for any drastic Grande Trough (valley).
A fault is a fracture in the
earth's crust caused by earth
movement.
Imagine the physical landscape
between the Sandia Mountains
and the West Mesa as being a
block which is constantly being
stressed from both sides. As the
area is stretched, stresses build up
and then fractures or faults form
(see accompanying drawing).
These are the faults in which
one side of the fracture moves up
or remains stationary while the
other side moves down as a result
of simple displacement.
Woodward explained the Rio
Grande Trough dropped 25,000
feet approximately 20 million
years while the Sandias have been
pushed up as a result of this
stretching. This movement is still
continuing at a slow rate.

Where Do You Park?

Tests on a giant tortoise
showed that even when hungry
and enticed by cabbage it cannot
cover more than five yards a
minute on land.

at the College Inn:

New Guinea's South Pacific
Post, which circulated only 5200
copies over about 178,000 square
miles, was the most sought - after
newspaper for smoking and sold
for 7 cents per pound for this
purpose. Since 1962, the arrival of
the Nu Gini Toktok has eased the
paper shortage.

Tl1e stretching of the earth is
caused by crustal tension. Forty
or fifty miles below the earth's
surface, material in the mantle is
coming up and spreading apart
like an unfolding blossom, This
process, called convection, is a
result of normal heat dissipation
within the mantle, he said.
In the Rio Grande Trough, this
material is coming up and causing
tensions which stretch the valley.
The area in the middle of the
stretch has to give like the middle
of taffy sags as one pulls the ends
farther apart. This usually results
in faults.
At the fault, one piece of the
earth slips or drops while the
other piece rises or remains
stationary, This fault movement is
what is experienced as an
earthquake.
In the case of the most recent
Albuquerque earthquake, the
focus or center of the movement
of the quake probably occurred
someplace between Bernalillo and
Los Lunas said Woodward.
University geologists will be
able to determine an exact focus
later when they compare
seismograph recordings of the
quake.
Woodward explained the recent
quakes do not mean Albuquerque
is in any danger of sinking into
the ocean,
"The recent public concern in
California is largely unfounded",
he said.
"That does not mean
earthquakes are not dangerous
because they obviously are, What
it does mean is that fault
movements usually occur by small
amounts over long periods of
time."

unemployment of more than half
its labor force. "Among the
Navajo, only the widespread
subsistence production and the
Navajo ways of extended family
sharing have made this rate of
unemployment tole~able," he
writes. "The time is running out,
however, when the old Navajo
ways can adequately spread the
b 1.uden of such unemployment, ... There are six or seven
times as many Navajo people
today as there were in the years
when their own livestock and
crops met nearly all their needs."
Reno
calls for a
"comprehensive Navajo
manpower policy" as part of an
economic development program
for the reservation to help provide
jobs for Navajos.
He suggests that, among other
things, a job market might be
created through a massive
program of community
development and environmental
conservation on the reservation.
Pointing out that the Navajos have
been unusually resourceful in the
fact of hardship and
environmental deterioration, he
sayd that "when our recognition
of the (environmental) crisis
reaches the action threshold, the
environmental skills of the Navajo
people will without doubt be
developed technologically and put
to effective use."
Reno also suggests more
emphasis on training Navajos to
manage their own businesses,
including production and sale of
arts and handicrafts.
"The Navajo are endowed with
natural resources of considerable
promise and with human
capabilities of high potential," he
concludes. "Navajoland, even the
arid wilderness that makes up one
fifth of it, is spectacularly
beautiful. ..• The Tribe has
husbanded its oil and gas
revenues, so that Navajo capital
reserves are substantial in the
aggregate, even though their value
per capita is not much above the
low Indian average. Practically
every historical account of the
'Dine' (the Navajo people) r.ecords
their resourcefulness in adapting
new technology to their use and
needs."

Rooms, Television, Freedom,
and Privacy
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR SPRING SEMESTER

The College Inn
301 ASH STRfT:r, Nl' • f'fHJ"'E: 241·2HHI

People's Park Plans

'Plaza Suite'

Some species of the 45 genera
of bamboo have attained growth
rates of up to 36 inches per day,
on their way to reaching a height
of 100 feet in less than three
months.

-------------------

The first issue of The
Thunderbird, UNM's ·literary
magazine, seems to be caught up
in the vicious circle that plagues
most undergraduate literary
magazines. Few serious artists and
writers submit their work,

9oreign Car Specialis1s
333 Wyoming Blvd, ~E
265·5901
nee Estimates

therefore the quality of the
publication is mediocre, therefore
belittled, therefore serious artists
and writers withhold their work.
It is not that this fall's or any
past issue of the Thunderbird is
that bad, it's just that a suspicion
lingers in the reader's mind, that
somebody, somewhere in the
University community must be
doing work more definitive and
more innovative.
Perhaps this is the result of the
popular reputation of the
undergraduate literary magazine,
that of a haven for secluded
English majors, the resident
campus oracles and freshmen
afflicted with a galloping case of
awakening sensib iii ties. This
reputation tends to wreck havoc
with the image of the college fine
arts magazine when the time for
submission rolls around.
The artwork in the
Thunderbird is weak, most of the
works are not particularly
adaptable to the black and white
medium of the magazine, and all
fade in to a more or less uniform
grey. Nor are they displayed at all
effectively, in fact there is little
sense of the book as a single unit,
a piece of graphic art in itself. The
centerfold could have been well
used, it was not. One page
combining a poem titled "Eyes"
and one of the better,
less-cluttered pieces of art does
show up as a start toward
consideration of the page as

Beau Britches
The Barns and Nobel Outline Series
Anthropology
Art
Economics
Business Law
Education
History

Guitarist
Abraham Spector, a young
guitarist from El Paso, will play
Jan. 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Recital Hall,
The performance is the second

TB Mediocre Literary Magazine

Rt'pair & :\faimcnancc
on all foreign cars

The world's biggest raffle drum
was used on German television in
1967.

The Cultural Program
Committee· of ASUNM will
present "Plaza Suite" on Jan. 22
at Popejoy Hall. The Neil Simon
hit stars Larry Parks as a wolfish
Hollywood celebrity, bent on
seducing his high school
sweetheart, played by Betty
Garret.

Interested students are invited
to a meeting oi the People's Park
Committee, Jan. 14. The place of
the meeting will be posted in the
Middle Earth room.
The committee chairmen will
present plans for the park and
what has been done up to now.
Students are asked to sign up
for labor crews. The committee
also needs help with a composting
project and collection of wood for
benches.
For further information,
contact Steve Wilkes, 266-1686,
or Larry Klausen, 299·8805.

graphic art.
Some of the poetry selections
use sophomoric rhyming, and one
can only hope "The Palace of
Candy" was tongue - in - cheek.
Somebody, somewhere must be
doing work more definitive and
more innovative, nags my nagging
suspicion. A community of
alleged literacy and sensitivity,
such as a university, must be able
to produce more memorabk
artwork. Maybe some of them will
even submit their work for the
next issue and give the,
Thunderbird staffers some
substantial material to work with.
The fall Thunderbird may be
picked up free in the coatcheck in
the Union.
-casey Church
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Nursery Available
823 Copper Ave. NE at Locust NE

Your Personal Service Jeweler
2312 Central SE Opposite Popejoy Hall

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
P. Bollnl"tino A Sons, Newark, Now Jorsfly

SANDWICH
SHOP

Mon.-Sat.
A.M.-3 A.M.
11 A.M.-1 A.M.

Function Chamcterization

Central SE

Donald L. ·Burkholder,
University of Illinois-Urbana
mathematician, will speak at a
UNM mathematics department
colloquium Jan. 7, 3:30 P:m.,
biology building, room 100. .
Burkholder's talk on a maxtmal
function characterization of the
hardy classic HP is open to all
interested persons-.

Anti-Semitism Psychology

842-6736

SELECTED STATIONARY% PRICE.

Trude Weiss-Rosmarin, editor
of "The Jewish Spectator," will
lecture on "The Psychology of
Anti·semitism" on Jan. 17 at 7:30
p.m. at the social hall,
Congregation Bnai Israel, Indian
School Road and Washington, NE.

Guitar Recital
Classical guitarist Peter Hoag
will present a recital on Jan. 8 at
8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall.

Don't Forget-We Pay Cash For Used Books

associated students boohstore
GROUND FLOOR NEW MEXICO UNION

The largest selection
of pants and belts
1n A llmquerque.

and many others

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY

associated
students bookstore

Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers; receivers, record players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons
Ph. 298-8280

SALES
5003Menaul NE
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THERE IS A TIME
FOR LOVE •••
PEACE AND JOY
ANDFORYOU

Has Pants

Political Science
Languages
Literature
Mathematics
Engineering
Science

NEW MEXICO LOBO

in a scholarship series sponsmed
by the Guitar Foundation. Funds
from tickets, which are $1.50 for
adults and $1 for students, will go
to the music department library
and scholarship fund.
Spector has studied guitar in El
Paso and Mexico City and
attended a guitar seminar at UNM
last year.

Lobo Review

Dorm Move

You can leave your car
and walk to class.

Plus: Food & Maid Service, Study

Tryouts

Tryouts for Andre Gide's
adaptation of Fr.anc Kafka's "The
Trial" will be held Jan, 14 and 15
at Rodey Theatre from 4 to 5;30
p.m. The cast calls for eighteen
men and women and iG open to
both graduates and
undergraduates. The play is
scheduled for March production.
Those unable to attend tryouts
next week, should call Edwin
Snapp at the drama department,
277-3608.

Women who live in Hokona Zuni dormitory at UNM were
relocated in other campus housing
Thursday when a problem in the
heating system dropped
temperatures in part of the
building into the 50's.
William Bierbaum, c!i~cdor of
auxiliary services at UNM, said the
250 to 300 women will stay with
friends on the campus until the
trouble can be corrected.

Plenty of underground
protected parking.

Night security patrol

ICAMPUS BRIEF§

1

SERVICE
Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

I•'riday, .January 8, 1971

'l,._..__________________________~
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Long, Johnson Score High in WAC Stats

] anuary Sports Dates
BASKETBALL
BYU Home
Utah Home
Air Force Home
UTEP Home
Wyoming Away
CSU Away
SWIMMING
Jan. 8 ENMU Home
Jan. 30 Arizona Home
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

8
9
11
16
29
30

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan,
Jan.

16
26
27
28

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

15
22
27
28

9

WRESTLING
Utah Home
NAU Home
CSU Away
West. St, Away
FL. Lewis Away
GYMNASTICS
Denver Homo
UCLA Classic
Oklahoma Away
Kansas State Away

,Q

Defending WAC Champs

I

(By the author of Rally Round (ht Piau, Boys.,. Dobie Gillis .•• ftC'.)

Nice Guys Finish

'

Who makes a better teacher-a strict authoritarian type person
or a relaxed permissive type person? In faculty lounges across the
country this vexing question is causing much earnest discussion and
not a few stabbings. Today, to help you find an answer, let me tell you
about the Sigafoos brothers.
The Sigafoos brothers were both professors at a famous Eastern
university (Colorado School of Mines). Worsham, the elder brother,
taught mica and feldspar. Hymie, the younger, taught shafting and
shoring. Worsham was a strict authoritarian who believed the best way
to teach was to stay aloof from his studepts, to be distant and forbidding. In Worsham's classes only he talked, nobody else. In fact, not
only didn't he let his students talk to him, he didn't even let them look
at him. For years the kids had to fall full length on their bellies every
time Worsham entered the classroom and stay that way until he left.
The college finally forced him to stop last spring after a sophomore
coed named Ethel R. Beinecke died from an overdose of floor wax.
After that Worsham just had the kids drop to one knee.
(Incidentally, speaking of dropping to one knee, it's a very ironic
1ittle story, the story of how this custom began. As you know of course,
it started in Bavaria during the reign of Ludwig the Gimp (1608-1899)
who, as you know of course, had one leg shorter than the other. To
keep the king !rom feeling sell-conscious, his subjects would always
drop to one knee whenever be came gimping by. Indeed, they did such
a convincing job that Ludwig Jived all his life believing ct•erybody had
one short leg.
(Now here comes the ironic part: after his death it was discovered
tbatLudwig never had a short leg after all! Do you know what he had?
He had his pants buttoned to his vest!)
But I digress. "\Vorsham Sigafoos, I say, stayed aloof from his students. So what happened? The students grew steadily more cowed and
sullen, trauma and twitching set in, night sweats followed, and when it
came time for finals, every man jack of them flunked.
Now let us take Worsham's younger brother Hymie. Breezy,
bearded, twinkly, outgoing, dressed always in homespun robes and a
Navajo puberty pouch, Hymie was totally unlike his brother (except,
of course, that each had one short leg). Hymie believed the way to
teach was to be a pal to the students, not a despot. He let the kids
come to class or not, whichever they liked. Classroom discussions were
free and unstructured. Anyone who had anything to say simply spoke
up. Sometimes the class discussed classwork, but more often they just
sat and gassed about life in general or maybe played a little Show and
Tell. (This was especially popular in spring when everybody brought
their Easter chicks to class.)

'

With 6·8 pivot Willie Long
paving the way as the WAC':;
leading scorer, and 6·7 sophomore
John Johnson keeping the free
throws pouring in, the New
Mexico Lobos will enter
conference play tonight against
Brigham Young with the top
won-lost slate in the league.
Long, who has a l'h·point edge
over Utah's Mike Newlin in
scoring, is 78-147 from the field
and 88·116 from the charity
stripe, for a 22.2 scoring average
per game. Johnson, 13th in the
league in total scoring with a 14.5
average, is 43-49 from the line and
has an .87 8 percentage from
there, placing him second in the
league behind Utah's Eddie Trail,
who is 31-35 for an .886 average.
New Mexico sports a 9-2 record
for their efforts so far this season
in warmup for the treacherous
league half of the season, while
Arizona State, behind 6-4 JC
transfer Paul Stovall, has jumped

r

I

The UNM Gymnastics team, from left to right- Joe Kinkel, John
Ivicek, Jim Hruban, Fred Cardenas, Dave Repp, Bill Parise, Jim
Royce, Mark Hopkins, Larry Kravitz, Jon Aitken, Bob Chavez, Dana
Shelley, Stormy Eaton, and Seymour Rifkind. Center, coaches Bob
Dvorak and Rusty Mitchell.

East-West Gy1nnastics Classic
Dominated By Lobo Gymnasts
By ANDY GARMEZY
There are probably a lot of
coaches in the West who would
like to see UNM really move East.
At the annual East-West
Gyll_lnastics Classic at Tucson,
Ariz., over the Christmas holidays,
the Lobo gynasts led the East
squad to a 133.60- 132.55
victory over a WAC dominated
West squad.
The meet could have been more
properly named the WAC
Gymnastics Classic since five
schools from the conference
participated. The East was

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue, S-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Danci~g Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

composed of the Air Force
Academy, Odessa Junior College,
UNM and Iowa State University,
ISU represented the Eastern most
school at the tournament. The
West squad was dominated by
four WAC schools, ASU, CSU,
BYU and the University of
Arizona. The University of
Southern California and Pasadena
City College represented the West
Coast,
The Lobo gymnasts accounted
for three first places, three second
places and one third place, in the
five-event meet,
In the floor exercises the Lobos
collected a first and third place.
Stormy Eaton scored a 9.55 for
the highest total in any event at
the meet to give the Lobos a first
place. Brian Scott of ASU finished
in second place with a 9.15
followed by UNM's Dana Shelley
in third place with a 9.0.
The side horse was the only
event the Lobos did not place in.
The West squad finished in first
place to take a 53.25 - 53.05 edge
ovc; the East after two events.
UNM's Dave Repp collected the
first of his two second places in
the still rings, however, his

from a 4·22 mark last year to a
respectable 7-2 thus far this
campaign. Stovall is fifth in
scoring with a 20·point game
average, and is first in both field
goal percentage (.560) and
rebounding, with 15.7 carroms
per game.
The Lobos lead the league in
field goal percentage, and average
a 10.1 scoring edge over their
opponents this year. Arizona
State is the only team better in
that division, holding a 12.9
margin. New Mexico is also
second in team defense, allowing
68.5 points a game, and hold
down third place in rebounding
average, pulling down .537 of the
games' total rebounds.
Only one team in the WAC is
below . 5 00 in the won·lost
bracket, that being Wyoming with
a 3-6 mark. The Laramie Boys
have so far shown little offensive
cohesiveness and are last in the
league in rebound average, yet are

second only to UNM in field goal
per<;entage and third in free throw
percentage.
Newlin's Utah club, at one
point favol'ites to capture the
league crown, have a 5-5 record so
far this season. Newlin has led the
league in scoring the last two
seasons, His teammate, the
sophomore Trail, lends the league
in free throw percentage.
The WAC intersectional record
now stands at 53-32.

I
TWO
LOCATIONS
435 San Mateo NE
look for lhe orange bldg.

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center

Lithographs

performance was offset by the
West squad capturing a first and
third place to widen their lead to
80.40- 79.50.
A first place by Jim Ivicek and
a second by Dave Repp in the
i)arallel bars gave the East a win
and cut the West lead to 106.00 105.75 with only one event left.
UNM and the East ended any
thoughts of losing by sweeping
the first three places in the high
bar event. The Lobos Jon Aitken
scored a 9.4 to capture first place
followed by teammate Jim Ivicek
at 9.35. John Pelican, a gymnast
from ISU, finished in third for the
East.
Dave Repp captured the
all-around title in the Open
Championships the following
night.
The Lobos next meet will be on
Jan. 15 when Denver University
comes to Albuquerque. UNM then
takes off to the West Coast for the
UCLA Classic on Jan. 22, and
then travels to Oklahoma and
Kansas for meets against the
University of Oklahoma, Kansas
State University and the
University of Kansas on Jan.
27-29.
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John Johnson

A Reminder
The Lobo reminds the student
body that the date ticket policy
has been changed and if you are
planning to take a non-UNM
student date to Friday, Saturday,
or Monday's basketball games, the
ticket must be purchased before 5
p.m. tonight.
Tickets are available at the
ticket office in the new Athletics
Building just south of University
Stadium.

John Johnson, the 6-7
sophomore from Bountiful, Utah,
is presently second in foul
shooting percentage in the WAC.
John's percentage is .878 and is
obviously no fluke since he
finished his freshman career with
a .872 mark.
TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO

616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Ago 21 Yean Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie- Cantinuau:s-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Two UNM artists are
represented in an exhibition
organized by the Tamarind
Lithography Workshop in Los
Angeles and student prints are
being shown in Ohio.
Prints by Clinton Adams, dean
of the college of fine arts, and
Garo Antreasian, professor of art,
arc among lithographs executed at
the workshop by 76 artists.
The exhibition, "Tamarind: A
Renai~sance of Lithography," will
be available from March 1 through
1972.
28 lithographs completed by
students at UNM are being shown
in the student art gallery at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio.
The items include work done
from 1965 to the present and
were selected to present a broad
history of what has been

Tapes from

generated in lithography in the
UNM department of art.
Nine cun·ent UNM students are
represented. They are Mary
Shackford, Cynthia Curlaw,
Robert Arber, Jack Bayse and
Ma1·y Caird, undergraduates; and
Barbara Slavick, David Milutin,
Evelyn Rosenberg and Ed Vega,
graduate students.
The exhibition was requested
by a former UNM graduate
student now teaching at Miami
University.

$1.00 to $5.77

Compleil' recol'(lillf!, l'f'JHii1·

and installation facilities.
Thou.cwnds of tapes to
choose [1'0111. Lisff'll
h('fore !fOil hu 11!
256.7241
BankAmericard Master Charge

·$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Dono,.. Necde<ll

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1807 Central N.l'l.

Tues.-Sat. R·5

f#~#~#~:~~~;:;###;;~:#;:##:::;#######H###~
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word min!=
($1.40) per time run. If nd Js to
run five or more consecutive days with

I .-o~rc ~(fl(ftT~tD ~?\
~0'<: and HE AT ~.

no changes the rntc is reduced to De
per word nnd the minimum number of
words to 10.

TERMS: Payment must be mnde In
full prior to inaertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, nft<!rnoons preferably or mail.

~/~ ~{t@tk!).,t,vHJwo;

ClllBSI!led Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Tickets available at Beau Britches, Cristy Records, K & B Music,
Riedling's Mirandi, Strombergs Trend Shop-Winrock, and Exchange-A-Tope.
SATURDAY NIGHT,.JANUARY 16, 8:30 P.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM-TICKETS $4 advance, $5 atthe door.
A Crystal Leif Pramation-KQEO Production
,##########################################################•

1)

accepted for draft counselor.

3)

*

*

*

SERVICES

TYYPING: Tenn papers, The_qC>$, l 1tt•. Mrg,
l{inknde, ~ll~-3400 11~

Salary for position is $100.00

. -,

PERSONALS

SKI BOOTS, 1970, size nine men's, Humanic buckle. Used once, $50 or best
offer. Call Steve 242-0051. 1/8
1971 II 0 N D A 350SL MOTOSPORT orange. 277-2581 ..
TWO FEMALE students looking for hou.e
or apartment to rent or share. Close to
U. Call 266·5484, Mary or Pat. 1/8
INTRO, Ethical, Confidential. Discreet introduction services for single people. 2555286 or 299-6638. 1/8
FREE UNM THUNDERDIRDS - SUB
cloakroom. Contributors pick up your
works in Rm. 205, Journalism Bldg. Accepting ('Ontrjbutions for second issue.
l/8
CANNED HEAT Is coming! On the same
program CROW. Both at Albuquerque
Civic January 16~ Tickets 84 in ndva.nce,
55 .nt door. AvaUable at U.cidling'.s, J\.firandi, K & D Music, Grisly Records. 1/S
.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
In by 8 p.m. to run the following day,

Applications are now being

Well sir, y;ou guessed it. Hymie's class, loved and fulfilled though
they were, flunked just like Worsham's, every man jack.
You're frowning, I see. If authority is wrong, you ask, and if
friendliness is wrong too, what then is right? Well sir, how about something right in between? How about striking a perfect balance-just as,
for example, Miller High Life Beer has done?
Take a sip of Miller and you'll see what I mean. Does it have
authority? You bet it does! It's brisk, it's bracing, it's ardent, it's sub~
stantial, it's forceful. If that's not authority, then I need a new thesaurus.
Take another sip. Now do you see that along with its authority,
Miller is at the same time a wonderfully friendly beer-affable and
benign and docile and dulcet?
Of course you see that. And that's exactly what I mean by striking a perfect balance-stalwart yet satiny, lusty yet lambent, strapping yet soothing, brawny yet breezy, manly yet mellow, spirited yet
, supple. Well sir, all I can say is, you find a teacher who combines all
of these qualities and, by George, I'll drink him!

-

-·-~·-,-·~

OPEN-PARKING LOT nt Ynle & Gold
SE. Plenty of space. 25c per day or $4.16
per month, !<'or monthly permit cnll 296~161, 2/8

per month

5)

FORSALE

HARRIS TWEED SPORT COATS-$30.00
each. Brnnd New Arrivals from England.
Also, Fnbulotl' Gifts From Far Away
Places. Freed Company 107-lst Northwest, Albuquerque. 2/15

Application forms are available
in the Student Government Office
january 6 through January 1·5. 1971.

Seven Albuquerque locations to serve you:

2034 Second St. NW
137 San Pedro NE
290 I Eubank NE
5110 Headingly
624 Central SE
5419 Gibson SE
2130 Second St. SE

Deadline for applica·tions is
January 15. 1971.

We, the brewers of Miller High Life Beer, bring you Max Shulman's
lusty yet lambent column evety week through the school year-often nertlously. And every day-always 1vith serene confidence-we bring you
Miller !Huh Ufe, the Champagne of Beers, in cans, bottles and kegsdelicious aU ways.

I

I
I '

NBW MI<}XICO LOBO

L!

FIVE 19'11 COMPONENT SETS, 150 wall•
with })rotessionnl series. Garrard <:hanger
with cueing device and nntisl<ate control.
Twelve speaker air ·suspension system.
AM/FM multlr>lex radio with scratch and
rumble filters. United Freight Sal.,., 8D20
San Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Sat. Until 5 on
Sunday. 12/10
SLIGHTLY SCRATCHED 1971 Zigzag
Sewing Machine to be sold on fir~t ('OmC',
fir<t served ba;i•. $34.00 ench. UNITEIJ
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
9-9 1\Ion.-Sat. Until 5 on Sunday. 12110

I•'riduy, .~ amtnr}' 8, 1971.
I
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EMPLOYMENT

6)

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
January 8 1 9, 10
6, s, a to PM

I

Page 6

242-0049
268-2461
298-1885
345-3525
242-2996
268-2503
247-9508

USED TV's. $9.96. Color nnd Black/White.
All rcpal~ guaranteed. 2418 4th N.W.
2/17

c'""'"""''""''""""'

A CJNEMUS MAXIMUS

GHINDim :OmN WANTED · - Monda~::
Thur~dny ('i.'(lning-s, Cnmpu~ tielivN·i~Fl (or
~rhC' Grinder Fnrtory. Call J(•fT, 2lifi .. 2!104
or 26fl·:l232 (II :30-1 ::lo p.m. l 11~
TE!,}:l'ltONims !or charity drive---Jon;:,
hail' olun:~~good money-2(JI).ll:·l.4. 1 -'X

MISCELLANEOL'S

7)

$t.oo with ID
NEW SHORT filM EXCURSIONS

Don t Mi:~!-1 CANNI·~D 1H~A1\ .Jnu, Hi, ct~.j;
Auditorium, tiC"lcct~ nt 1\rlirnndl, nncl
othe!Ol. ]IR
1
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intellect or the fervent American
revolutionary spirit.
More accurately, perhaps, students
should be asked their degree of
tiredness with A) our country's
President, and, B) demonstrating in
the face of non-recognition of our

editorial

Galloping

existence by the President. We have,
in a sense been quieted by the
realization that what we will do will
have no effect on anything and the
unchanging stubbornness of the
American society.
We have not yet gone back to

goldfish and panty raids, even
though there are those who feel '!'e
should (including some ~ew Mexico
legislators); even if we did .ret_urn to
Yesteryear, it would only sigmfy the
ultimate in galloping apathy· .
Sarah Lmdlaw

'Greetings, Sir-What, You May Ask, Am I Doing In This Crate? . .'

Apatl1y
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with a vecy few oxooptiona beoau"'
"Our. budget reque<t
fo• a of gmduate programs. It would "'"
1...
.
money to adequately support such mamtenance of effort. Without the taxpayers money If graduate
1,0 • '. Unle" there "'C md.oal '"7"'"'ea
pro""""' is lacking. The report aald, <fXP""Sion, except fo• the libn><y, pmgrrum w"'e •ea,anged with the
m the
and populatiOn of
"based on population,
state funding is grossly emphasis on UNM as the major
base and comparison to
said Perovich.
graduate institution," said Springer.
New Mexw.o,, state government and
UNM offiCials agree graduate
states, it is apparent
only practical thing to do is "With 52 percent of the graduate
programs should not be expanded or
supports a disproportionat
to
r more money, continue to enrollment in New Mexico UNM
New Mexico's
will face
of institutions offering
levelt..\
programs and better use grants 46 percent of the
severe
cnses.
programs."
resourcoo we do have. The degrees and 74 percent of the
"Inst1tutions should not expand at
"Th
money we get now is insufficient and doctor's degrees," the report states.
the master's degree level for the next
k e freeze on gradua
grams we can't afford to keep on. We don't "A system of undergraduate schools
rna 1
At least a go slo'!' have the buildings, manpower or with UNM as the primary graduate
five years" and "there should be no
in
number of po Icy
11:ew programs Is library resources to support many institution could more effectively
mstltutwns offermg doctoral level reasonable, sard UNM
more students," added Kelley.
use the state's resources," added
programs until many factors in New ~chool Dean ~eorg~ P. Spnnger. He
Funding problems don't stop at Kelley.
;vrexico charrge . radically," sai? a 1s0 hsupjorte.d
just the unavailability of money. The
Duplications of graduate programs
'Study of Higher Education"
n
'
.
vwe,presi en method of funding an institution is at two or more of New Mexico's
for
to the for 1
and fi?anc:. It
also a primary factor. The BEF study universities is also eating up large
legislature
the JOmt efforts at .east give u_s time to regroup,
recommends a formula be developed amounts of state money. The
of representatives from all of the J?avid
of
general to provide for allocations based on report recommends that several
state's _univers.ities and the Board of library, said, we.would hke to have the academic level of a course and university boards of regents
the
quaht1 of graduate
involved, since some eliminate the duplications at all
Insufficient fundmg 1s one of the programs 111 the
,?ut that takes scIent if 1 c pro grams such as levels that now exist. UNM was not
problems faced by New Mexico's money we haven t got.
engineering require more money for included in the schools the BEF
graduate
UNM
"It costs eight times as much equipment than the social sciences asked to eliminate graduate
are determmed by BEF prediCtions money to financially support a need, and the higher the course level programs. Rather the report asked
of the number of full time students doctoral program than to educate the higher the cost.
that UNM continue its bachelors
. for the coming ye::U:. BEF students on the freshman level, and
"Unless we do get a funding program in general business,
predictiOns of enrollment mcreases master's programs cost four times as formula that would equitably accounting and finance, and
fell short by about 700 students. The much as freshman education," said distribute funds plus a willingness to marketing schools which are being
FTE method also does not take into Perovich. A reason for the great support graduate programs, we must phased out. The only undergraduate
account the type or level of courses d iff ere n c e in . c o s t is consider limiting enrollment or the program at UNM the report
offered, just the overall number of the professor-student ratio, which is quality of education at UNM will suggested to be discontinued is a
students enrolled. Because of BEF much lower for graduate classes than drop." said Springer. "We are now bachelor's level major of Classics.
In addition to eliminating
underestimations less money was undergraduate. The type of study funded through the FTE method
allocated to UNM than is actually resource material is another reason which is a program that doesn't duplicated programs at all degree
needed.
for graduate programs being more distinguish the difference in price of levels, the BEF report asks that no
The new UNM budget request expensive. Material resources are also educating a freshman and a Ph.D." more state universities be created
submitted to the state legislature was an important factor. "A lecture hall
"We are insufficiently supporting "until the population of New Mexico
$2 3, 8 8 3, 0 0 0, but the BEF is a lecture hall and the cost to use it many of our programs. It is amazing has at least doubled arrd resources
recommended UNM get only is the same if there are 60 we are hanging in there. We need a for adequate support are readily
$20,891,000.
undergraduates in the class or fiw funding formula worse than any available," since "addition of
The BEF has in effect frozen thE> students working towards a master's other state university because of our campuses would further dilute
creation of new graduate programs or Ph.D.," said Perovich.
explosive growth and great number already scarce resources."
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City WoJlleJz's Liberation:

FroJJl Mytlzs to Roots

"Cigarettes are like women- the
best ones are thin and rich" is one of
the more repulsive mediaperpetuated images of women. But
those who combat this image are
often portrayed as bra- burning,
venom- spewing, frustrated females.
Even though the sexual sell is a
national ethic, reaction to it varies
regionally. Just about every major
campus can boast of the women's
liberation movements it has fostered,
but few are at the same levels of
awareness and activity. Tactics
reflecting this consciousness range
from time consuming rap sessions to
attention - getting guerrilla theater.
While WITCH (Women's
International Terrorist Conspiracy
From Hell), a guerrilla theater group,
has followers in the larger cities of
New York, Los Angeles and Chicago,
NOW (National Organization of
Women), a more moderate women's
group, has a chapter in just about
every state. In New Mexico, NOW is
a relatively large organization with
the largest chapter in Albuquerque.
Acknowledgement of the
feminists on a national basis has
manifested itself in the" phenomenon
of men's lib groups and in the
addition of women's lib courses to
established curricula at such schools
as State University of New York at
Old Westbury, the New School,
Columbia and NYU. On the avant·
garde East coast, the myth of the
feminist as "the uptight bitch who
needs a good lay" has been clarified
somewhat, even to the point where
women's lib is becoming passe.
Preoccupation with the ecology
issue has taken the sexual role issue
off the front pages, explained
Albuquerque NOW member Pat
Blaine. Feminism seems to have lost
its novel appeal.
Despite the acceptance of

'/(n?if\J
· 'y, 77{
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un~versities
~on~tary

At the close of the first semester it
has in the past been somewhat
appropriate for editors to comment
on recent events. But, as there have
been no recent events to comment
on there will be no comments on
th~m. Instead, there will be
comment on the non-comments on
student unrest.
Administrators and students have
shown a steadfast refusal to
speculate about the possibility of
further campus dissention; most
begin and end their remarks with,
"lt's still too cold to tell what could
happen, since everyone seems to do
something when the weather gets
warm." That may be an accurate
appraisal of either the college

By DEANNE STILLMAN

71 g,7 'b qBEF C

women's lib in certain sections of the
country, the feminist movement at
UN.i\1 is not yet in vogue and the
short history of women's lib at UNM
may account for its present status.
Women's lib follower Gloria Frym
explains the beginnings of the
relatively new movement on campus:
"The first women's lib group on
campus began in fall of 1969. Several
women responded to a request for a
group." At that time many major
East and West coast universitieis had
During the strike, "Men just wanted
to show off their virility. The little
woman should be at home waiting
for her man to return from the
front"-Blaine
comparatively established women's
lib groups. "Second semester,
because of more publicity, there was
more response for a women's
group," Frym said. "Nancy Adair
posted signs around campus to meet
at her house and I guess the
interested women showed up."
Originally the group was divided
into cadres, small groups for the
purpose of consciousness • raising.
Consciousness • raising is defined as a
discussion of role - related problems,
which hopefully demonstrate most
of the problems are not unique but
are social issues, Frym added.
"But women are at different levels
of consciousness - some feel they
are ready to take action and some
are just becoming aware of their
predicament," commented women's
lib follower Barbara Parker, who is
with the UNM group.
A central committee comprised of
one representative from each group
provided coordination for the cadres.
"Five or six cadres materialized, but
during the strike (last spring), the
movement kind of disintegrated.
Efforts were devoted elsewhere. We

tried to organize some of the
secretaries during the strike but they
weren't very receptive. They feel
very threatened," Frym stated.
"Many women define their lives
by what men like or dislike. That's
why they feel threatened," Blaine
said. "The general male reaction to
women's lib is negative because men
feel just as threatened. That's why
the media tends to laugh or to
discredit women's lib."
Though women's lib took a back
seat during the strike, assigned roles
couldn't have been more clearly
defined. "While themen were out
being male and confronting the
guard, the women were doing all the
shitwork," Blaine stated. "When the
guard appeared on campus, my
boyfriend told me to go home."
Another woman expressed the same
reaction to the strike situation:
"Men just wanted to show off their
virility. The little woman should be
at home waiting for her man to
return from the front."
Perhaps the acute role definition
underlined by the strike provided the
impetus for a more active movement
on campus this eyar. Parker outlined
the present strategy for dealing with
the problems confronting women:
"I don't think women really want to
be organized"-Frym
"First we want to organize faculty
women and graduate students. We
warrt to find out why there aren't
too marry women TA's in most
departments and why men are
accorded preference over women
applying for graduate school.
Second, we want to speak to high
school women. The whole
educational process really tracks men
arrd women into designated roles.
Also we want to do something about
the image of women created by
advertising- how we can effect
some sort of change."

' 'This fall we called our first
meeting and about 50-60 women
showed up. We broke into small
cadres which meet now on a weekly
basis. A lot of the cadres have
disintegrated," Frym said. "I don't
think women really want to be
organized."
But local organizing is not
confined to the campus. A women's
collective from Boston is presently
living in Albuquerque and
attempting to organize high school
women. When contacted by
telephone, collective members would
not discuss their activities or
philosophies. Several of the women
were out of town and The Lobo was
told ·the group prefers talking with
people as a group, not as individuals.
As there are no "presidents" for
most women's lib groups, direction
tends to come from within. "Many
wmen in the movement are in for
different reasons and their ultimate
goals differ radically," Blaine said.
Blaine at tributes difficulty in
organizing to "fear of losing what
little security women have. Because
so many things are couple - oriented,
a single women feels she must have a
man to be accepted. A superficial
relationship is better than no
relationshi'P at all," Blaine
commented. ·
Women involved in the movement
emphasize the idea that women, like
men, have their own lives to live.
"Why shouldn't a woman have a
career if she wants it- why is she
looked down upon by other
women?" asked Blaine. "Why are
aggressive men recognized as
go-getters while aggressive women
are said to have masculine
tendencies?"
But, "even more important than
dispelling these myths is getting to
the root of them," said Blaine.
"Women are constantly advised to be
a good little housewife, to keep her
man happy, to live a selfless, passive
!ife. "
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People's Park

II

18- Year-Old Voting
Amendment Approved

l{

Construction on the People's Park located near Johnson Gym
began Tuesday with removal of the asphalt in a visitors parking lot.
(Several students, faculty and administrators were heard to say the
park should have been built on one particular faculty member's
parking spot rather than its current location.)

The New Mexico State Senate
Wednesday approved a proposed
constitutional amendment to
lower the voting age to 18 for all
elections.
The amendment had previously
been passed by the Hous<> and will
now be submitted to the votprs
for ratification. It d<;es not
require the govPmor's signature,
In order to be ratified,
howE>ver, thE' am!'ndmPnt must be
approved by at least thn•l•·fourths
of those voting and at ll'ast
iwo-thil·ds of those voting in l'ach
separat<> county. Should the
amendment receive the necessary
thrPe·fourths majority but fail to
gain the support of at least
two-thirds of the voters in just
one county then it. would fail.
(For exahlple, using Novembet·
1970 registration figures for
Harding County, the least
populous in the state, an adverse
vote of only 292 people would
kill the amendment even if every

McNerney, Hansen Vie for GSA Presidential Post

Graduate Student Association
(GSA) p1·esidential candidates
Bert Hansen and Kathy McNerney
are conducting a mild campaign,
their views 011 the major issues or
library reform and the needs of
graduate students being very
close. The winner will be the
GSA's second prcsidet1t.
Iloth McNel'ney and Hansen
cit.<' library improv!•ment and
strengthening of lh1• GSA bo?y as
two issues they arl:' Vttally
coneel'lwd about and hope to act
upon if l'l<'cicd to the prcsidl'tJcy.
MeN l'l'lll!Y is working on .her
Ph.D. in tiH• mod~·t·n and classical
languagt>s department. ~h<' ~1as
atll'nd!•d UNM sim~c 196.3, havmg
!'ect•iwd a Il.A. and M.A. here.

ihursday, February 4, 1971

She has been a VISTA volunteer
(1968), a Graduate Assistant itt
Spanish (1968·69) and a mf'mber
of the Rt•gent's Interim Judicial
Panel.
McNerney said the main area of
improvement in the Univet•sity of
bendit to !P'aduate students is
modernization of the library,
"The library is inadequate," she

llliWiillll!allliiii!HIIIIIIfllllllliilllllilfliiUiii!J:IIIililllilllllilllilllllill.niiiiTIIIIIIIIiiTiilllll

GSA Presidential candidate
statements-page 10.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllilllllllllll!lllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll
said, "it's a sophisticat<•d high
school librnt·y."
Modernization of tht' library is
a goal both candidates would like

.

to carry out during their term in
office, Hansen said the library
needs "new organization", but
added students must also assume
some of the responsibility for
improving the library.
Hansen is pursuing a Ph.D. in
physics. He has attendt•d UNM for
four years and received his M.S. in
physics and astronomy here.
During those four yl'ars hl' has
het•n an altf'rnate to the GSA
Council, a membet· of the GSA
Cabinet a member of the
Pt·esidentls UNM SpE>cial Advisory
Council and was recently
appointed to the Committee on
All· University Governance,
Hansen has proposed the
ittitiation of a "task force not

unlike 'Nader's Raiders'." The
task force would "put pressurE' on
the areas needed, educate the
people of the University about the
problems of the library and other
areas, put the opel'ation into
motion and physically do
whatever is necl'ssary, if it
becomes necessary," he said.
Both candidatl's out.lined other
innovations they would put into
effect if el<>cted. Hansen said he
expected to see more
representation on various faculty
committees where grauuate
student intetest could best be
served. McNcl'ncy saia
representation is "not good
enough," adding "students need
faculty mchlbers' time.''

•.

•

other voter in u~ .. state approved
it.)
Under the terms of a separate
bill introduced in the Senatl'
Tuesday, ratification or rejection
by the voters could come as early
as Nov. 2 whieh would be set as a
special constitutional amendm!'nts
elt>ction day.
In legislative action Tuesday a
proposed state constitutional
amendment to give tax
exemptions got a no pass
recommendation fmm the Senate
Rules Committee aftt-r testimony
opposing the measure was given
by st•veral conservation groups.
Senator Fred A. Uross
(R·Bemalillo) sponsorl'd the joint
resolution which would "exempl
from taxation any facility,
structure or equipment used to
control the emission of air or
water pollutants." Gross, a
staunch defender of pollution
control was opposed by
conservation groups.
Representatives from the New
Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
Water (NMCCAW), Friends of the
Earth and the Sierra Club said the
resolution would reward people
for complying with pollution
control laws and would encourage
polluters to "lock in on"
inherently dirty processes instead
of changing to cleaner methods.
Senator Gross defended the
measure by saying, "the
resolution would encourage the
installation of pollution control
equipment. It won't necessarily
perpetuate pollution."
The committee, however,
fa voted the arguments of the
NMCCA W representative who
said, "In the long run it will
perpetuate dirty industry. It may
encourage indttstries without
p o II u tion contwls to ask for
variances, and it rewards people
for complying with existing law."

